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NO MORE BODY ROLL FOR YOUR JEEP WRANGLER JL 
Hellwig Products introduces new bolt-on forged adjustable rear sway bar for the all-new 2018 Jeep 

Wrangler JL 

Visalia, Calif. (July, 2018) – Hellwig Products, an industry leading manufacturer of towing, hauling and 
performance suspension products, has released its new bolt-on rear sway bar for the all-new 2018 Jeep 
Wrangler JL. Hellwig’s new sway bar is the quickest way to improve both the handling and safety of the 
Wrangler on and off-road.  

The Jeep Wrangler is one of the most popular off-road vehicles of all time thanks to its timeless looks and 
its near-limitless capabilities on rough and uneven terrain. Even though Jeep equips the Wrangler from 
the factory with a front and rear sway bar, they are undersized and not capable of providing adequate roll 
control after the vehicle is lifted or when rooftop accessories such as cargo systems and rooftop tents are 
added.  With the addition of the Hellwig rear sway bar, drastic improvements can be made to handling 
and body roll control of the JL with little effect on overall suspension travel and articulation, making the 
vehicle safer and more fun to drive.   

Hellwig Products offers an upgraded 7/8-inch diameter rear sway bar (Part #7775) to replace the 
undersized factory bar. This bolt-on sway bar is forged from 4140 Chromoly steel, heat treated for 
durability, and features a forged 2-hole adjustable end to allow you to tune the bar to your driving style, 
suspension modifications, payload and terrain. Each sway bar is finished in a “Hammertone” powder coat 
for all-weather durability, includes upgraded polyurethane bushings for noise-free operation and reuses 
the factory end links and mounting points making installation a breeze. 

Hellwig sway bars can be installed in less than an hour with simple hand tools, come with all necessary 
parts and hardware, are made in the USA and come with a Lifetime Warranty on all steel parts. For more 
information on Hellwig’s Jeep Wrangler JL sway bars visit www.HellwigProducts.com. 

About Hellwig Products 

A family owned business for 70 years, Hellwig Products specializes in American made, precision engineered 
products. This 4th generation California company started in 1946 selling helper springs to customers door 
to door. In the 70 years since, Hellwig Products continues to help enthusiasts with all their suspension 
needs. Hellwig is constantly improving their products to develop the best performance suspension parts in 
the industry. For more information please visit www.HellwigProducts.com 
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